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Fast robot technology for rationalised 
storage tank production 
 
Bosch Thermotechnik make storage tank production fu-
ture 
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ESCHENBURG.  As regards hot water storage tank production in Bosch Ther-
motechnik in Eschenburg/Mittelhessen all the signs are pointing towards the 
future: with platform concepts and a modern production, the works manage-
ment wishes to remain competitive in the worldwide market and further ex-
pand. The first major step is the integration of a modern CLOOS robot welding 
plant, based on which its concept and flexibility have significantly reduced tool 
changeover and production times in storage tank production. 
 
 
The factory in Eschenburg-Eibelshausen 
looks back on a long tradition. In 1613, 
a charcoal blast furnace was already 
being operated here and the beginnings 
of foundry production were already es-
tablished in 1751. At that time, the area 
around Dillenburg, now part of the Lahn 
Dill district, was marked by iron ore 
mining, pig iron quarrying and the 
manufacture of foundry products, with 
the emphasis on hearths and furnaces.  
Based on this tradition, components are 
being products today in Eibelshausen for 
the heating industry, currently hot wa-
ter storage tanks in capacities of 120 to 
3.000 l. „Storage has been a growth 
together with optimised oil and gas 
heating" states works manager, Marcus 
Pfaar.  „We produce storage tanks for 
the international brands of Bosch Ther-
motechnik with our 300 employees“. 
Comprehensive restructuring measures 
have been in operation for a while in 
order to ensure this traditional factory is 
competitive for the future, faced wit the 
challenge of cheap competition from 
Eastern Europe and Asia  
 
Platform technologie and process 
optimisation 
„We are reviewing our whole product 
range in line with flexible platform con-
cepts“, states Pfaar. In addition to pro-
duct revision, Bosch experts are opti-
mising material flow and machinery. 
„The integration of a new robot welding 
plant is planned in which we are com-
bining top and bottom shells fully auto-
matically with storage tank jackets“ ex-
plains Hans Dieter Lobeck, as depart-
ment manager, responsible for the 
whole technology in the factory. 
 
The potential there is for rationalisation 
alone in our work operation, is shown by 
comparative figures: whilst up to 8 wor-
king hours were spent with the old 
welding plant on each changeover to 

another storage capacity, this can be 
achieved in around 20 minutes with the 
new CLOS plant with its sophisticated 
handling systems. „We can react to cus-
tomer orders quickly and flexibly and 
are very economical even with low 
numbers“, states Marcus Pfaar. 
 

Both QIROX®- robots weld top and bottom 
parallel with the jacket of the BOSCH water 
storage tank. 
 
One storage tank every six minutes 
The decision in favour of CLOOS tech-
nology was reached after a long process 
of market research and negotiations. 
„Short equipping and production cycle 
times, future-orientated machine engi-
neering, optimum spare part supply and 
a faster service are at the top of our 
specification agenda“, reminds Hans 
Dieter Lobeck. „After selecting suppliers, 
a decision was made in favour of CLOOS 
for technical and business management 
reasons.“ The fact that the welding 
technology specialist was located in the 
region was an additional plus point - 
Cloos in the nearby Haiger a their repre-
sentation Messrs. Lixfeld in Siegen.  „We 
currently have a dozen CLOOS robots in 
use, some for over a good 20 years“, 
Lobeck refers to a successful long-term 
business relationship and the reliable 
machine technology of the Haiger com-
pany. 
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It was necessary to produce an 
interlinked production plant including 
conveying technology which optimally 
adapts to the preceding and final work 
operations. The new robot welding 
machine has been symmetrically 
constructed by CLOOS experts so that 
the top and bottom can be welded with 
the sheet metal jacket at the same 
time. Two special revolver positioners 
with four different sized chucks can be 
rearranged in the blink of an eye to the 
storage tank diameters to be produced, 
namely 650, 790, 800 and 900 mm. 
„The CLOOS machine offers an 
enormous flexibility with these clever 
mechanics and corresponding intelligent 
software which considerably optimises 
our production“, praises Hans Dieter 
Lobeck. 
If top and bottom are clamped together, 
the jacket with the internal heating coil 
is fully automatically placed in the accu-
rate position o each conveyor belt and 
shuttle.  

The revolver positioner has four clamping chucks 
for the different storage sizes. Refitting to another 
type is carried out with few operations. 
 
The precise position of the welding 
groves can be detected and measured 
with the use of modern laser offline sen-
sors, type ICSE-LD. With wall thick-
nesses up to 6 mm , the single bevel 
butt welds are safely welded in the MAG 
single wire process. Lobeck: „With this 
modern machine we have the option, at 
a later point in time, of using the CLOOS 
Tandem procedure, which would lead to 
an almost doubling of the welding 
speed“. This only makes sense if the 
preceding and final processes can be 
correspondingly speeded up. 
 

Whilst both robots work simultaneously 
in the Mater/Slave mode, the operator 
outside the robot area places the next 
top and bottom in the positioning sta-
tion. The Cloos machine carries out the 
work processes smoothly and optimally 
from a time point of view. The result 
speaks for itself: the robot machine only 
needs around six minutes for a 650 
mm-storage tank. The machine opera-
tor, can, for example, weld the flanges 
during this time interval. 

Whilst the operator inserts the top and bottom, 
the QIROX®- robots weld the water storage tank 
in just 6 minutes. 
 
The precise position of the welding 
groves can be detected and measured 
with the use of modern laser offline sen-
sors, type ICSE-LD. With wall thick-
nesses up to 6 mm, the single bevel 
butt welds are safely welded in the MAG 
single wire process. Lobeck: „With this 
modern machine we have the option, at 
a later point in time, of using the CLOOS 
Tandem procedure, which would lead to 
an almost doubling of the welding 
speed“. This only makes sense if the 
preceding and final processes can be 
correspondingly speeded up.  
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The neatly arranged and simple operation of both 
QIROX®- robots is facilitated with the detachable 
teach pendant (PHG) with large keys and display.  
The laser offline sensors ICSE-LD are programmed 
and visualised via the teach pendant. 
 
Ambitious schedule – close co-
operation 
A total of eight months after the order 
was granted, the complex welding ma-
chine was delivery ready for operation. 
„This investment was budgeted for the 
current calendar year“, explains Marcus 
Pfaar. „This challenge could only be 
overcome by our experts working closely 
with the CLOOS experts. Ideas from both 
parties were brought together and con-
verted into practice.“  
 
Whilst conversion work to the produc-
tion hall was in full swing, the welding 
plant was being built parallel to its con-
veyor systems. „We are already ready 
for production at the end of February“, 
recalls Hans Dieter Lobeck. Then fol-
lowed training of employees, the crea-
tion of component programs and the 
running in of the plant. Since May 2011, 
series production has been operating in 
two shifts. Bosch employees are ex-
tremely happy with the reliability of the 
plant: „We requested an availability rate 
of 94%. In practice, this is a good 
98%“, rejoices Lobeck.  
 
„The next robot plant from Haiger is 
already being contemplated“, states 
Marcus Pfaar. With a plasma cutting 
plant Bosch Thermotechnik wants to 
generate eruptions in the domed top 
and bottom.  „We will continue to ex-

pand our production range and increase 
flexibility and quantity“. The objective is 
to make the factory in Eibelshausen a 
centre of competence which has all pro-
duction stages under one roof from 
sheet metal right trough to finished wa-
ter storage tanks. 
 

CLOOS branch manager Manfred Damm, BOSCH-
works manager Marcus Pfaar, project manager 
Frank Wagner and department manager Hans 
Dieter Lobeck (v.l.) have managed it: CLOOS has 
designed and produced the new robot under tight 
pressure. This has proven itself by a high degree 
of flexibility, fast tool change-over times and high 
degree of reliability.. 
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Carl Cloos Schweisstechnik GmbH 
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WEB: www.cloos.de 
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